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Quarry Loadout  
Management System
LOADRITE 360º for loadout

Loader #: 3
Truck count: 21
Loading time: 63%
Total tons: 785

Loader #: 8
Truck count: 42
Loading time: 49%
Total tons: 1,570



More visibility for loadout

LOADRITE 360 is a connected quarry solution that 
can holistically improve loadout operation through 
performance accurate onboard weighing, metric 
tracking, job data automation, and real-time 
360º job visibility. LR360 connects the loader and 
scale house to provide data sharing of loadout 
jobs which result in greater efficiency, improved 
visibility and higher product sales.

Performance metrics
LR360 performance reports tracks loader metrics including 
tonnes per hour (TPH) across multiple or individual loaders, 
actual time spent on truck loading activities and loader 
operator efficiency to highlight staff training needs.

InsightHQ
With the InsightHQ cloud reporting option managers can 
monitor site production and performance anywhere at 
any time. When LOADRITE hardware is used in the pit, 
processing and loadout zones InsightHQ provides visibility 
across the operation.

POS system and in-cab automated connection
Two-way automated communication shows jobs requested 
at the scale house as a job list inside the cab, and 
completed loadout data is fed directly into the scale house 
POS. This reduces double entry work and data entry errors 
for both the operator and scale house attendant. Accurate 
on-screen job data reduces error-prone verbal comms 
chatter, and allows more time for loading.

LR360 real time job lists displayed in the cab.

Stockyard 
1 Trucks

9:31 Site Details

HQ34 Sand
Waiting for 3 mins.

Zones  Trucks

Bins 
3 Trucks

BA29 Sand
Waiting for 3 mins.

Wastepile 
1 Trucks

LO58 Sand
Waiting for 2 mins.



Connected quarry
LR360 decreases rework and miscommunication by 
wirelessly synchronizing data between the loader and 
the scaleshouse. As the empty truck arrives its weight is 
recorded and material request data entered into the POS. 
The job details are wirelessly transmitted to the loader 
and displayed in the cab in a prioritized list. When the 
job reaches the top of the list, the loader operator can 
go to the material, identify the truck from the ID and 
load precisely to the target weight. At the completion 
of the job, the data is returned to the scale house and 
billing is automatically adjusted before the truck arrives 
to tare out. The quarry manager is able to see loadout 
operations in real-time with a clear view of workload, 
productivity and performance.

Real-time job list
The LR360 in-cab indicator clearly presents a list of 
loadout jobs in order of priority and the truck ID. By 
providing simple, relevant and organized job data to the 
operator they are empowered to deliver faster with a 
sense of urgency and priority across the site. The list also 
provides richer load out job queue data, reduces verbal 
communication, and errors, which reduces truck waiting 
time and happier customers.

True tare trucking loading

The truck and payload is measured three times for each 
loadout: upon arrival at the truck scale (weigh bridge), 
at loadout on the loader scale and true payload is 
verified on departure. True truck payload measurement 
maximizes tonnage and optimizes truck utilization for the 
customer and maximizes product sales at the scale house.

Loading  Accuracy

OFF

 HQ34 20.000 19.900 -0.5

 BA29 20.000 19.900 -0.5

 LO58 15.000 14.980 -0.2

 AD41 8.000 7.960 -0.4

 QT11 15.000 14.710 -1.9

 ZV59 14.000 13.970 -0.2

 Average 15.340 15.240 -0.6
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Choose LOADRITE
• World-leading onboard weighing manufacturers since 1979
• Equipment sold in over 50 countries, into the most rugged of industries 
• Reputation for superior accuracy and product reliability
• Manufactured under strict ISO9001 international quality systems 
• Complete service provider through our-authorised and certified global-distribution 

network Need more proof? 
www.loadritescales.com

Wheel loader scales
Accurate weighing for production 
and utility loaders. Improve loadout 
efficiency and pit productivity. 
(L2180, L2150, Force)

Information management
Access real-time production and 
performance information from 
all LOADRITE scales across your 
operation on your PC or mobile 
device. (InsightHQ, MMS)

Excavator scales
3D full dynamic weighing for 
mining and construction hydralic 
exacavators. Accurate weighing 
performance with no disruption to 
operation. (X2650, X2350)

Refuse truck scales
Accurate weighing of refuse at the 
point of collection, for billing and 
cost management. (E2750)

Tractor scales
Accurate weighing of hay bales or 
feed. Track incoming / outgoing 
stock. (Sprint, S1100)

Conveyor belt scales
Accurate measurement of 
production and performance 
(including downtime/black-
belt-time) on fixed and mobile 
crushers, screeners and stackers.             
(C2880, C2850)  


